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We prove that if A is an infinite, coinfinite context-sensitive set, there exists a 
deterministic context-sensitive setB such that each of the four sets A n B, A n ~, 
_4 n B, A n /3  is infinite. This result points up a major difference between the inclusion 
lattices of the context-sensitive and recursively enumerable sets. 
As yet no one has been able to prove that the complement of a context-sensitive 
(CS) set is a CS set. I f  this were so, however, it would follow without difficulty that 
any infinite CS set could be decomposed into two infinite CS sets. It is the aim of this 
paper to prove a result slightly more powerful than this. Namely, given any infinite, 
coinfinite CS set A, there exists a deterministic ontext-sensitive (DCS) set B such 
that each of the sets A n B, A n B, A n B, A n /~ is infinite. Kuroda [2] has shown 
that DCS sets are closed under complement; hence, each of these sets is CS. 
Let a be a fixed, finite alphabet, a*, the Kleene closure of a, consists of all finite 
sequences of letters chosen from a; that is, a* = {A} U a U a • a t3 a • a • a u ..., 
where A is the empty sequence. I f  S C a*, then S, the complement of S, is the set 
a* - -  S. A subset S of a* is called context-sensitive (CS) if there exists a linear 
bounded automata (lba) T which accepts every member of S and no member of ~q. 
In other words, if T is presented with a member of S, it is possible for it to reach an 
accepting state while confining its computations to that portion of the tape which 
originally held the input. The word "possible" is very important here, since an lba 
need not be deterministic in the sense that if it is in a particular state scanning a 
particular symbol there is just one mode of operation it can follow. In general, there 
will be several states to which it can move, together with various choices as to what to 
write and in which direction to move. "Possible" means that if it never makes a wrong 
choice it will eventually land in an accepting state and so will accept he original input. 
If, in every situation, there is just one mode of operation an lba can follow, we call it a 
deterministic lba. I f  a subset S of a* is accepted by a deterministic lba we call S a 
* We wish to acknowledge the invaluable aid of Eliot D. Feldman in the development of
this paper, consisting of many long and stimulating conversations. 
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deterministic context-sensitive (DCS) set. It is known [2] that DCS sets are closed 
under all the Boolean operations, including complementation, and it is easy to split 
an infinite DCS set into two infinite DCS pieces. 
I f  ~ is a string over a (i.e., if a ~ a*), let I ~ [ be its length. Thus, [ A [ = 0. I f  S is 
a finite set, let #(S)  be the cardinality of S. 
Rather than going directly into the proof of our main theorem, we elect to prove 
a weaker form of it first, as it illustrates the main idea of the proof without being quite 
so detailed. 
PRETHEOREM. Let A be CS and infinite. There exists a DCS set B such that B n A 
and B n A are both infinite. 
Proof. Suppose #(a)  = k and that T is an lba accepting A and having q states. 
Clearly, we may assume k >~ 2. We would like to build a deterministic lba T* which, 
given input c~, wilt determine whether or not T accepts a. A tentative scheme for this 
would be the following. Let n = [ a [, the length of a. I f  T accepts a there must be a 
sequence of choices T can make which carries it into an accepting state. We may assume 
that along the way no machine-tape configuration is repeated, because if that happened 
we could eliminate the intervening steps. But how many configurations are there ? 
A configuration consists of three things: the tape, the machine's position on the tape, 
and the state of the machine. Hence there are s(~) = qnk ~ possible configurations. If 
there is an accepting configuration of choices, there must be one of length no more than 
s(a). Thus we can ascertain whether or not ~ e A by checking all paths of length s(@ 
Let t be 2qk. t is the maximum number of choices the Turing machine can ever have 
in a particular situation. So an upper bound on the number of paths T* must check is 
t '(~. There appears to be no way T* can systematically run through all these paths on 
the n squares of tape available to it. Thus, we do not know how to construct such 
a T* (if we did, we would have shown that A is deterministic). However, notice that 
we can check whether or not f le  A as long as ] fl [ is small enough relative to [ ~ 1. 
Just how small we cannot say precisely, but certainly if there is enough room on the 
tape to represent all paths of length s(fl) this can be done. We think of a path as a 
sequence of configurations. Allowing ourselves an appropriate number of auxiliary 
symbols, we see that a configuration can be represented on [fi [ + 2 squares. Thus 
a path takes up s(fi)(l f i t+  2) squares and the collection of all paths requires 
t~(~Js(fi)(I fi [ + 2) squares. Hence, a sufficient condition is (2qk)qmk'~(qmk'~)(m + 2) ~ n, 
where m ~ I fl ]. Let f (n) be the largest such m. It is clear that f is a nondecreasing 
function of n that goes to infinity as n goes to infinity; more specifically, f is asymptotic 
to but always less than logklogkn. (Actually, it is not hard to see that f may be taken 
to be O(log~n) and even, as Savitch [3] has shown, O(nl/~), but, as will become apparent 
later on, we cannot use these finer estimates.) It may be easily seen that f([ a ]) is 
calculable by a deterministic lba as a function of ~. So, even though we cannot deter- 
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mine whether or not a e A we can examine very/3, ]/3 I ~f ( [  a ]), and record which 
of these belong to A and which do not. 
We now describe the procedure for deciding whether or not a should be put into B. 
The idea is very simple. We will put a into B if and only if not more than half of the 
strings fi, 1 ~ I/3 [ ~f ( [  ~ I), that belong to A have been put into B. I f  we are able 
to carry this procedure out in a deterministic linear bounded manner, we will be done. 
For suppose A c~ B is finite. Then, since A is infinite and f tends monotonically to 
infinity, there will exist a string ~ such that, for all/3, [/3 [ ) [ a I, fewer than half of the 
strings 7, 17] ~f ( ] /3  I), belonging to A are members of B. So every string /3, 
]13 I >/] ~ ], goes into B, contradicting the fact A n B is finite. Similarly, A ~/~ 
is infinite. 
The definition of B given above is inductive in the sense that whether or not c~ ~ B 
depends very strongly on the set {fi: I/3 ] < I c~ I &/3 ~ B}. We must show we have 
room on the tape to carry out this induction. Probably the simplest way of doing this 
is as follows. Form the first level of a tree by placing cx at the root and joining it to all 
strings/3, I/3 I ~f ( [  a I), which belong to _//. Join each of these strings/3 to all strings 
of length ~. f(t  fi I) which belong to _//, and so on. How many edges will this tree have ? 
The number of points on each of its levels and its height are both bounded by 
kf(l~l ) ~ logk( I a I), since this is the number of strings of length ~-~f(I c~ I). Thus 
the number of edges is bounded by (logs [ al )(logk 2 [a I) = log~ 3 I o~ [. Each edge is an 
ordered pair of strings. On a separate tape 1we store these pairs, except for those in 
which the root point a appears. Each such pair consists of two strings of length ~f ( I  cz )] 
so their storage requires at most 
(logk 3 I a 1)(2 logklogk ] a I) 
squares, and this number is less than I ~ I for long enough strings ~. According to the 
inductive definition of B, if [3 is a string such that no string of length less than I fi I 
belongs to ~4, then fl ~ B. Each end-node of our tree corresponds to such a ft. We scan 
the tape, and every time we find such a fl we mark it with an X to indicate it belongs 
to B. We then search through the tape looking for all strings/3 such that whenever/3 
is the first coordinate of an ordered pair the second coordinate has been marked with 
an X. Each such string we mark with a Y to indicate it belongs to /~. In general, 
whenever we find an unmarked string which is joined only to marked strings, we mark 
it with a Y if it is joined to more strings marked with an X than marked with a Y; 
otherwise, we mark it with an X. After a time, each of the strings of length between 
1 and f(I  ~ J) and belonging to A have been marked with an X or a Y. I f  there are 
more X 's  than Y's, a belongs to B. I f  not, ~ belongs to B. 
1 It is well known (see e.g. [2, p. 214, II. 13-16]) that an automaton that operates on c [ a [ 
squares, where c is a positive integer independent of a, is equivalent to an lba. Hence, we may 
postulate for our lba any fixed number of extra tapes. 
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Of course, it has yet to be proved that a deterministic machine program can simulate 
the foregoing process. We believe the reader can easily convince himself of this 
without our having to write out an ugly state-transition function. One point calls for 
elaboration; when our lba is scanning a tope on which certain X 's  and Y's have been 
singled out for its attention, we should explain how it determines whether or not 
there are more such X's  than Y's. We would have the reading-head start at the extreme 
left-hand square and move right until it first comes to such an X. It changes this X to 
a W. Then it starts again from the left and, the first time it finds such a Y, it changes it
to a Z. It returns to the left, and once again hunts for such an X. It continues to 
alternate changing X's  to W's and Y's to Z's until it becomes tuck. At this point it 
concludes there were more X's  than Y's if and only if it is searching for a Y but cannot 
find one. It then changes the W's and Z's back to X 's  and Y's. 
We have assumed A is infinite; suppose A is also infinite. If we had wished to split 
.4 instead of A we would simply substitute A for A in the procedure described above. 
We would then obtain a DCS set C such that C n A and (7 n .4 are both infinite. 
Since DCS sets are closed under complements, unions, and intersections B and C 
together give rise to 2 4 z 16 DCS sets. By a careful checking of the appropriate Venn 
diagram it can be seen that at least one of these sets simultaneously splits A and .~.~ 
However, there is no way to effectively tell from the program (state transition function) 
of an lba that accepts A which one it is. Therefore, we will prove the following 
theorem in a way, which although not completely uniform 3is a vast improvement over 
the one offered above. 
THEOREM. I f  A is an infinite, coinfinite CS set, there exists a DCS set B such that 
each of the sets B n A, B n A, B n A, B n .4 is infinite. 
Proof. I f  ~ is a string, let L(~) = {fl ] 1 ~ I/3 1 ~ [ ~ [}- Once again, we define B 
by induction. Given ~, let 
rl(a ) = #(n  n B nL( f ( [  a I))), r~(a) = #(.4 n /~ nL( f ( I  a I))), 
r3(~) = #(~/n  B nL( f ( I  ~ I))), r4(~) = #(~/n  • nL ( f ( I  ~ I))). 
Let m = min{ra(a), r2(a), r3(~), r4(a)}. We put a into B iff. rl(a ) ---- m or ra(~ ) = m. 
The proof that B is accepted by a deterministic lba is very close to that given in the 
proof of the pretheorem. 
We may assume A is not DCS; since if it is we can easily get the theorem from the 
pretheorem. Suppose now that A n B is finite. We claim .4 n /~ must also be finite. 
Suppose not. Then A n B and A n /~ are infinite; so there exists a string ~ such that 
r4(/3 ) > r1(/3 ) and rz(fi) > rx(fl) for all fl, I/3 I >/[ a [. But then/3 ~ B for all/3, [ t3 [ >/] a [. 
In fact, one of the three sets B, C, BAC must  have this property. 
* R. E. Ladner  has discovered a completely uni form proof. 
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So A n B is infinite, a contradiction. Hence, .4, which may be expressed as 
(/~ w (An  B)) - -  (An  B), is a DCS set, and we assumed that it was not. Similarly, 
one can show that each of the other three sets A n B, -4 n B, and .4 n /~ is infinite. 
Call a CS set -4 maximal if .~ is infinite but there is no CS set D___ -4 such that 
D - -  A and/ )  are both infinite. 
COROLLARY. There is no maximal CS set. 
Proof. Suppose A, a CS set, were maximal. Let B be as in the theorem and set 
D ~ A u B. D contradicts the maximality of A. 
As was shown by Friedberg [1], there does exist a "maximal" recursively enumerable 
set. As far as we know, the above corollary represents the only known difference 
between the inclusion lattices of the CS sets and the recursively enumerable sets. 
We feel a natural question to ask would be: Does every infinite CS set have an infinite 
CS subset whose complement is also CS ? 
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